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Abstract
A simple way to improve solar cell efficiency is to enhance the absorption of light and reduce
the shading losses. One of the main objectives for the photovoltaic roadmap is the reduction
of metallized area on the front side of solar cell by fine lines. Industrial solar cell production
uses screen printing of metal pastes with a limit in line width of 70-80 µm.
This paper will show a combination of the technique of laser grooved buried contact (LGBC)
and Screen printing is able to improve in fine lines and higher aspect ratio. Laser grooving is a
technique to bury the contact into the surface of silicon wafer. Metallization is normally done
with electroless or electrolytic plating method, which a high cost. To decrease the relative cost
of production a more complex manufacturing process was needed, therefore in this project
the standard process of buried contact solar cells has been optimized in order to gain a laser
grooved buried contact solar cell concept with less processing steps. The laser scribing process
is set at the first step on raw mono-crystalline silicon wafer. And then the texturing etch;
phosphorus diffusion and SiN x passivation process was needed once. While simultaneously
optimizing the laser scribing process did to get better results on screen printing process
with fewer difficulties to fill the laser groove. This project has been done to make the
whole production of buried contact solar cell with fewer steps and could present a cost
effective opportunity to solar cell industries.
Keywords: Laser scribing, Buried Contacts, Screen-printing, screen-printed.
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Signification
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Diameter the wire
Thickness of the screen mesh
Thickness of the emulsion layer on the screen
Total thickness of the screen
Wire separation distance
Opening area of the mesh the ratio of the screen opening
area to the total screen area
Minimum line width of finger
Number of Mesh on the screen
Laser beam power
Laser speed
Groove Height
Groove width
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Finger opening
Contact resistance
Line resistance
Parallel resistivity
Series resistivity
Peak temperature on last zone of firing furnace
Fill Factor
Ideal Fill Factor
Series Fill Factor
Shunt Fill Factor
Open circuit voltage
Short circuit current
Ideality factor
Temperature
electronic charge
Normalized open circuit voltage
Boltzmann's constant
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1 Introduction
The United Nations General Assembly designation, by the General Assembly’s resolution 65/151
stated the year 2012 as the International Year of Sustainable Energy for All. It says that today, 1.4
billion people do not have access to modern energy, while 3 billion rely on “traditional biomass”
and coal as their main fuel sources. Also designation said “more than 3 billion people in developing
countries rely on traditional biomass for cooking and heating. One and a half billion people are
without electricity and even when energy services are available, millions of poor people are unable
to pay for them.”
The UN estimates that governments spend more than $400bn each year subsidizing fossil fuels,
while OECD countries (the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) alone
spend nearly the same amount on agricultural subsidies.
According to new aims, target would be set up of ensuring "universal access to affordable
sustainable energy" by the year 2030, while universal telecommunications and broadband access
should arrive by 2025, UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon said.
Undoubtedly, high initial all kind of PV system cost, makes producers and manufacturers to be
more focused on cost reduction and efficiency increase in the past decades. Then "Further cost
reductions are expected, resulting in greater potential for climate change mitigatio n and reducing
the need for policy measures to ensure rapid deployment," the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) said. It said most scenarios pointed to a "substantial increase in the
deployment of renewable energy by 2030, 2050 and beyond."
In order to harvest this solar power, solar cells are the most usable tools to rely on generating
electricity for domestic consumption and industry as well. Recently the highest cell efficiency
belongs to c-Si solar cell with the efficiency of =25% on 4m2 and GaAs solar cells with
efficiency of =28.8%. So far, screen-printed and buried contact solar cells are one of the famous
and cheap types of cells with high efficiency.
The screen-printed contacts on the cell front side shade the light absorption and generate efficiency
with loss. Although the fingers can be screen-printed on each sieve relatively narrow, but always
thick. Solar cells can generate electricity even at an oblique incidence of light but always has the
shading problem of adjacent areas.

1.1 Aims
Buried contacts have the potential to reduce shading and series resistance. The optimization
of the front side contact grids of industrial solar cells is always a compromise between low series
resistance and shadowing. Buried contacts provide a way out. The burial of the contact fingers in
the solar cell allows for thick fingers and at the same time minimal shading. Literally the buried
contact solar cell (BCSC) can be mentioned as one of the most successful new solar cell
technologies to be developed in the last 20 years.
In order to obtain high efficiency low cost cells, this project investigated more on Laser Grooved
Buried Contact (LGBC) solar cells which can achieve higher efficiency than 18% on monocrystalline CZ wafer compared to normal buried contact solar cells. The project investigated first,
laser ablation process as one of the groove scribing methods beside the mechanical process,
laser groove structure optimization. Second, Screen printing method for pasting process instead
of chemical processes by plating copper into the grooves either with electroless plating or
electrolyte. And third, characterization of the manufactured buried contact solar cells to find a
flawless process with possibility of doing saw damage, texturing etch and SiN passivation once.
Then the priority of laser grooving is set at the first step of production.
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The study examines what affects the efficiency in the buried contacts solar cells. And the hidden
aim besides of all mentioned one is to be transferable to industry since all finished tasks were
done like industrial processes.

1.2 Method
The work based on theories and experiments. On the theoretical side, optics and laser knowledge
were investigated for the first part of the project to be able to optimize the laser process and laser
parameters. The optimization was done to get better structure of laser groove for better screen
printing process.
The thesis divides into two parts:
a) Preparation of suitable groove structures by laser ablation of silicon wafer.
b) Screen printing of metal paste into the groove and optimization of printing parameters and
printing pastes.
During the first part, laser parameter optimization has been done by different characterization of
grooves such as groove heights, widths and the calculated aspect ratios (AR), which is a division
of height over width. The goal is to have AR as high as possible to have a better current flowing
on fingers. Best results of laser grooving are selected based on the visual aspects of groove
homogeneity. The quantitative characters (width wg and height hg) are measured with 3D laser
microscope.
The tools and equipment‘s were laser machine in the laser lab, 3D microscope, 3D laser
microscope, screen printing machine, drying furnace, firing furnace besides computer software to
measure, make diagrams and schematics. The mediated knowledge of project was: laser
processing, screen printing methods, 3d picture (laser and normal) analysis during every step of
solar cell productions, optics of buried fingers and getting the knowledge of industrial solar cell
process.
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1.3 Previous work
Buried contact silicon solar cell researches, in this paper the University of New South Wales introduced
this technology as high efficient solar cell technology [1].
“Analysis of buried contact solar cells and some rules for their optimum design”, in this article they discussed
about the depths of buried contact that should be below 5 μm or very large, bigger than 150 μm,
otherwise it would have efficiency losses and buried contacts will make 2D carrier flow effects
under light and dark as well, however buried contacts solar cells offer low cost production with
high efficiency result [2].
“Recent improvements in the screen-printing technology and comparison with the buried contact technology by 2Dsimulation”, in this paper they have done 213 simulations using the simulation software SIMUL to
compare different kind of mono and multi crystalline silicon solar cells on both screen printed cells
and buried contact technology with different and same surface passivation. And they summarized
just 0.5% difference between screen-printed and buried contact solar cells with the same selective
emitter and 1 to 1.5% differences in efficiency with homogeneous emitter depending on surface
passivation. Detailed calculation for industrial production scenario will proceed the lower cost per
Wp [3].
“Characterization of high open-circuit voltage double sided buried contact (DSBC) silicon solar cells”, in this
article they introduce a new structure for BCSC, which is DSBC (double sided buried contact) and
it gains higher open circuit voltage than its single side. The reason of that is better rear surface
passivation [4].
“Advanced buried contact solar cell structure”, in this previous work they talked about overcoming the
losses of BCSC by introducing and discussing about recombination of rear metal contact of BCSC.
In this article they proposed a structure that limited the rear surface recombination, and then
improve the cell efficiency. By using a 1D modeling on PC-1D software they achieve 19% with all
the possible losses [5].
“Advanced cost-effective crystalline silicon solar cell technologies”, they made an overview of different
technologies on improvements of industrial crystalline silicon solar cell such as screen-printing
technology, buried contact technology, silicon ribbon technology, uniform texturing of multi
crystalline substrates, industrial methods for high-quality emitters, and at the end as an conclusion
they summarized that still crystalline silicon solar cells are the most important and efficient part of
the market [6].
“Buried contact solar cells on multicrystalline silicon with optimized bulk and surface passivation”, in this paper
they investigated the passivation of crystal defects by remote plasma hydrogenation at different of
the processing sequence. At the end they achieved a record of solar cell efficiency of 17.6% at FhD
-ISE, Germany [7].
“Buried Contact Cell Technology – New Manufacturing Processes with Safety and Environmental Benefits”, in
this paper they introduced the BP Solar new technologies for buried contact solar cell in large scale
processing. Electrolytic copper plating process for cell metallization and an investigation into
environment- friendly coatings over the plated copper deposition on the solar cell [8].
“Fabrication of buried contact silicon solar cells using porous silicon”, in this article they report in new
fabrication, which introduces porous silicon as sacrificial layer. They create well-defined channel
for buried contacts in silicon and as a result they found out no detrimental effect in the
performance of the cells. In this fabrication they expected this optimized buried metallic contact
may yield higher efficiency [9].
“Laser grooved buried contact cells optimized for linear concentration systems”, they reported an optimization
on the groove depth, the copper thickness and the finger pitch. They achieved a reduction of cell
3

series resistance by doing this optimization and the experimental methodology by using Design of
Experiments (DOE) [10].
“Screen printing in laser grooved buried contact solar cells: The LAB2LINE hybrid processes”, in this project
which was in the FP6 funded project “Lab2Line”, screen printing and LGBC processing
techniques were hybridized to produce lower cost high efficiency solar cells processed on large area
mono-crystalline wafers. Two hybrid tasks were defined, in first; screen-printing was applied to
both rear and front contacts and in second SP just used for the rear side. Front contacts were
created by electroless plating process. In both processes they achieved high average efficiencies
with small performance distribution, presenting a more compact, cost effective option to industry.
These combinations led to a maximum efficiency of 17.3% on first and 18.0% for the second.
Modules built up with such cells result in Fill Factor of 79.0% and efficiency of 17.0% [11].
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2 Buried contact solar cells
The majority of solar cells are made out of silicon wafers, which can be mono-crystalline, or multicrystalline. As a comparison mono-crystalline most of the time is better than multi-crystalline but
the disadvantage is that they are more expensive
Screen printed solar cells have the problem of efficiency losses caused by finger shadowing on the
surface. At the University of New South Wales (UNSW, Australia) Martin Green and Stuart
Wenham patented a revolutionary new concept for c-Si cells: “Laser Grooved Buried Contacts”
that was licensed right after by the company BP Solar [12]. In the new generation of solar cells (BC
Solar Cell), the fingers are buried into the grooves. The grooves were scribed by laser to make the
fingers narrower and keep the aspect ratio higher. And then less shading generates to reduce
shadowing losses [13].
The difference between normal screen-printed contact solar cells and buried contact solar cells is
shown in figure 2.1 a) and b). The schematic of two types of solar cells show that in the Screen
printed contact solar cells the width of fingers causes the shading on the surface of cell, therefore
efficiency losses occur at the end. But in BC Solar Cells with narrower finger width the shading is
decreased, therefore a higher efficiency can be achieved at the end of process. In figure 2.1 side
view of both standard c-Si solar cell and laser grooved buried contact solar cell are described.

Fig. 2.1 Schematic comparison of (a) the ‘standard’ c-Si cell (b) the LGBC cell process. High-efficiency performance
is enabled from the LGBC cell by virtue of optimizing front-contact manufacturing steps. (Source: Coherent) [12].

2.1 Contact Resistance and Line Resistance
One of the resistive losses that occur at the interface between silicon solar and the metal
contact is because of contact resistance. To have a higher efficiency these losses should keep as low
as possible and for this matter the top layer must be heavily doped. If the surface is heavily doped
then a dead layer lies on the surface of cell. Higher recombination due to the dead layer and
absorbed light has less chance to be collected as current.
To achieve a higher efficiency, series resistance is important to take to account. The resistance of
front side metallization is dependent on finger and busbur resistance. The line resistance depends
on print quality and adjustment, therefore to have a better current flow, a better print quality and
low line resistance is essential. Print quality includes homogeneity of metal inside the grooves, good
contacting and less overloading on the edge of laser grooves [14].
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3 Cell processing and metallization methods
3.1 Cell processing
To compare the production process of standard c-Si solar cell and laser grooved buried
contact solar cells the figure 3.1 is drawn to see what are the differences of both process. Flowchart illustrating where LGBC-specific steps occur during c-Si cell manufacturing. As several
additional steps are necessary (compared to the ‘standard’ cell design) process viability is strongly
impacted by the level of efficiency-increase and resulting return of investment. Se diffusion may
occur after the Al-BSF formation. The LGBC-LFC cell has the ‘rear’ process interchanged by
depositing SiNx/SiOx layers underneath a thin evaporated Al-layer, followed by laser firing [12].

Fig. 3.1 Processes flow-chart illustrating typically where LGBC-specific steps occur during c-Si cell manufacturing.
As several additional steps are necessary (compared to the ‘standard’ cell design) process viability is strongly
impacted by the level of efficiency-increase and resulting ROI. SE-Diffusion may occur after the Al-BSF
formation. The LGBC-LFC cell has the ‘rear’ process interchanged by depositing SiNx/SiOx layers underneath
a thin evaporated Al-layer, followed by laser firing. (Source: Coherent) [12].
As an aim, this project wants to minimize these processes and use screen printing method to
print the paste for front contact into the laser grooves and make it transferable to the industry
scale. So in this path many tests and pre-tests have been done to find the solution for this target.
To keep all processes in one line production the process has been defined and illustrates in
figure 3.2. In this, the laser opening is set first on the raw wafer. Then saw damage, texturing
etch and SiN passivation can be done once during the whole process either for the surface of the
wafer or the walls and bottom of the laser grooves.

Fig. 3.2 solar processing followed in this project.
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3.2 Metallization methods
In production of BCSC, there will be two main processes that have higher influence on
efficiency: the laser groove ablation and the metallization method. Each process has different
sub categories [15].
In the first step groove ablation, two main types are defined which are laser grooving and
mechanical grooving both types have different processes based on groove types, laser machines,
grooving process (single, double, multiple), laser wavelengths, and etc. in mechanical grooving
dicing machines in solar cells processing used to prepare grooves for buried contacts [16].
Metallization is a technique for coating metal on non-metallic surface. For solar cells this is one
of the fundamental components and processes. There are different possible ways that can be
used in industrial processes such as electroless plating [17,18], chemical plating of nickel and
galvanic , screen printing, light-induced plating [19], pad printing [20], laser sintering /melting of
metal powder [21], metal aerosol jetting [22], stencil printing [23], ink-jet printing [24], dispensing,
photolithography and evaporation of metal. Solar cell metallization is commonly done in
industry by screen printing of metal pastes.
Electroless plating is the most common process of plating; plating is a technique to do
metallization of front contact on the surface of solar cells. Plating is the deposition of metal ions
out of a chemical reaction onto a surface. Normally to do electroplating an anode is immersed
into the solution, an external potential is exerted and a current flows between anode and
cathode. At the cathode metal is reduced, at the anode metal is oxidized. But in an electroless
plating no external potential is needed, but the surface has to be autocatalytic for the plating
reaction. After plating, there is still a problem of some shadowing of the light incident surface
due to slight over-plating sometimes is also not filled completely resulting in reduced electrical
conductivity [25,26].

3.2.1. Metallization by screen printing
In this section the behavior of screens is characterized to see how fine would be the fingers
and the influences of different parameters of each screen.
Screen-printing is a fast and most reliable method to do the metallization and it can be done all
in one process step, the paste drying and high temperature process in firing furnace. The most
well-known printing steps are performed into three. In the first by using Ag/Al two busbars
paste onto the rear side of solar cells and the rest area of rear side is printed by Al paste. The
front contact can be printed either before or after rear side printing. Between each printing
process a drying furnace is obligatory. In an industrial scale 1 wafer can be printed per second
[27].
The screen for screen printing is prepared by rubbing the emulsion on the screen, hardening the
emulsion during photolithography process by using a photo plot to make the finger opening on
the emulsion. The screen is mounted on a frame which is placed over the wafer. The screen
blocks off certain areas and leaves other areas open where the pastes can go through.
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Fig. 3.3 Screen for front side printing of a solar cell with two busburs-opening and perpendicular finger-openings
In the printing steps: the paste is dispensed on the screen and then distributed and forced
through the finger openings of the emulsion layer. By moving a squeegee on the surface of the
screen the paste pushes through the mesh onto the surface of wafer. This process has to b e
controlled for temperature, speed, pressure and many other variables. Printing quality depends
mainly on the screen, the paste and on the printing parameters.
Figure 3.3 shows the screen which is used in the printing process and it consists of a frame with
mesh of wires that was clamped to the frame. The emulsion layer is photolithographicaly opened
on the surface with the desired printing image. The frame size is big enough to cover the entire
surface of the wafer and the screen tension should be smaller than the elasticity of the wires in
order not to damage the mesh.

Fig. 3.4 Side view of screen where the wires are clamped to a frame. Emulsion layer has openings for finger and
busbar print.
Figure 3.4 shows the structure of a screen, the mesh, the emulsion and the frame from a side
view.

Fig. 3.5 a) schematic of a side view b) schematic of the top view of a wire. [15]
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Figure 3.5 a) illustrates a side view of a wire mesh with the parameters for characterization where
ws which describe the thickness of the screen mesh, wst stands for the thickness of the emulsion
layer, wsg is the total thickness of the screen. Figure 3.5 b) shows a top view of a wire with
parameters for characterization where d describes the wire separation distance; c stands for the
cross section of the wire.
The opened area a0 of the screen can be calculated by equation 3.1 from the handbook of
“Textbook printing, Platemaking” by H.-J. Homann [27]

In order to fine line printing a less section of wire and higher separation distance is needed
which makes the opening area bigger but the chance to have breakage on screen is increased. The
possible minimum fine line width which can be printed is defined in equation 3.2 and is the
dependence of the wire cross section c and wire separation distance d.

The calculation of the existing screen at the institute is done according to the above
characterizations and can be followed on table 3.1:
Table 3.1.Print parameters for current screens and the calculated minimum line width.
Parameter
Value
C , diameter of the wire
n , number of wires
d , wire separation distance
a0 , opening area
wf_min , minimum line width

20 µm
300
65 µm
58,34%
45 µm

Some important definitions for screen printing process are:
“Snap-off distance” is the distance between the solar cell surface and bottom of printing form and
defines the distance of movement of the screen upwards when squeegee has passed the point. If
the distance is too small the paste will not detach from the screen and when too large, lifetime of
the screen will reduces due to tension in screen.
“Printing speed” the movement of the squeegee during the printing process is adjusted by its
speed. This speed depends on the screen thickness, the screen itself, the positioning of the
squeegee and the printing image. To transfer any assumption into industry a fast printing speed is
required in the range of 150 cm/s to 200 cm/s.
“Print squeegee and print squeegee pressure” the central paste transfer tool for printing is the
squeegee and its functions, the material of squeegee, the angle of moving and the pressure are the
most important adjustments of this step. The cordial contact between the substrate surface and the
screen is getting by applying a proper vertical force to the top of squeegee. The pressure should be
smoothly higher than the necessary force for the first contact of printing process. Higher or lower
force will cause low printing quality and shorten lifetime of screen.
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3.2.2. Screen and emulsion preparation
All components which were used in this process are listed in the table 3.2. In order to make
the screen ready for metallization, a layer of emulsion needs to be coated on the surface of a
mesh. A holder, a coater and the coating material were used to do the process. The holder fixes
the aluminum frame with applied mesh vertically. The coater can move with the emulsion inside
either by hand or with reciprocating holder.
Figure 3.6 a) shows the holder without screen on it. This is the photo of used holder in this
project; figure 3.6 b) shows the holder with finished screen and the emulsion on the surface of
mesh, this holder was with automatic coater. The thickness of emulsion gives the amount of
paste which can moves through the screen. In the screen-printing step the thinner layer of
emulsion has been chosen to have a better result to get a better diving of the paste into the
scribed laser grooves on the silicon wafer

Fig. 3.6 a) Screen holder without but with a coater for emulsion b) holder with screen with the emulsion on the
surface of mesh
Figure 3.7 a) shows the photolithography box and washing container for the next step. The
photolithography process hardens the emulsion by UV-light through a photo plot with front
side grid. In a photolithography process UV light is used to transfer the geometric pattern
(finger design of the photo plot) to the emulsion layer which is light-sensitive photoresist. And
then after that, water-jet washes out the not-hardened areas of emulsion layer. Figure 3.7 b)
shows the container with water-jet nuzzles. At the end the screen with applied finger design is
ready to use for screen-printing metallization.
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Table 3.2. Components of screen preparation
Component
Application
Aluminum frame
Emulsion material
Screen Holder and Coater
Washing container
Photo Plot
Photolithography box

Stretch the mesh on it Apply the
screen design on Applying the
emulsion layer Washing nonhardened emulsion Apply the
grid design
Exposing by UV-light to harden the
emulsion layer

Fig. 3.7 a) Photolithography box hardens the emulsion layer by exposure of UV-light b) container with water-jet
nuzzles to open the emulsion for printing

3.2.3. Plating method
One of the techniques to apply metallization on the surface or into the grooves of solar cells is
plating. Electroless plating is the most common method that is used in the industries which is first
developed by A. Brenner and E. Riddell, as “Nickel plating on steal by chemical reduction‖
(1946)[18]. For solar cell application a thick film of metal requires to be deposited on the surface
prior to plating. In electroless plating a thin and uniform coating of metal bonded onto the wafer
without having to use electricity to form it. The quality of electroless plating is the same as those
achieved by the traditional method of electroplating. Electroplating needs an electric current to
form the plate onto the work piece. Electroless plating needs no current. Therefore the wafer
itself can be either a conductive or non-conductive material. Any kind of material in this method
can be plated such as plastic, rubber or fiberglass.
During the plating the wafer should submerge in a chemical bath and when a reducing agent is
added the process begins. The electroless plating method has several similarities to the other
method but it has more advantages over electroplating method. When the work piece is in the
chemical bath and the reducing metal is added, the reaction starts. The advantages of the
11

electroless plating methods are either in the process or the final result. The bath does not require
electricity and rely on a chemical reaction for deposition of metal on the wafer.

3.3 Pre-test and optimizations
The pre-test was done to check if the assumptions of process would work properly or not.
Different parameters have been processed and tested to find the best process on the actual size
of solar cell (6 inch). In order to have a good laser groove structure different laser parameters
which have influenced the laser ablation process are investigated: (i) laser beam speed (the
movement velocity of the table where the wafer was fixed, (ii) laser beam power as either in
percentage of laser beam overlap or in watt, (iii) focus position of the lens on the surface of
wafer which can be above or under the surface.
In table 3.3 the characterizations of samples are mentioned and the results of laser groove heights
and laser groove widths are analyzed and drawn out into comparison diagrams and illustrated in
the next section.
Table 3.3. Characterizations of used wafers
Parameter
Value
Wafer Material
Thickness
Dimension

Monocrystalline
190 µm
15.6×15.6 cm2

3.4 First laser groove: pre-test 1
In order to find the best shape and structure of laser grooves on the wafer, first a laser file with
36 different areas has been prepared. The parameters vary in laser speed and laser power on the
X-Y axis of the 6 inch standard mono-crystalline solar cell. For Z axis, different focus positions
of the laser beam on the surface of the wafer were defined. In figure 3.8 the fields with different
laser parameters on X-Y axis are illustrated.
The focus position of the laser beam can be defined by the point that the mean power of laser
beam has the maximum effect of scribing. Different focus positions are chosen under and above
the surface of the wafer. With the current laser machine at ipv the focus position fp is continuously
variable between -300 µm and fp +300 µm. During the pre-test five different focus positions have
been tested to figure out the best parameter of laser scribing. In this test the focus position
above the substrate is called positive. fp +150 µm and fp +300 µm and the focus positions under
the surface of substrate can be found by minus prefixes like fp -150 µm and fp -300 µm.
In the laser process optimization, one of the aims was to find the best focus position to make a
better laser groove with homogeneous shape and less ablated material on the edges of groove.
The laser with a variation fp in laser power 1.93 W< Pl < 7.11 W and laser speed 25mm/s <Vl<
75mm/s creates 6 by 6 fields on the wafer with laser grooves.
Figure 3.8 shows the focus position fp of the laser beam on the surface of the substrate. When
the laser beam has the focus above the surface of wafer a larger diameter of laser beam on the
surface is expected. Laser groove width seems to be wider rather than thin laser groove width
the focus position fp under the surface of wafer.
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Fig. 3.8 Laser with Variation in laser power Pl and laser speed Vl creates 36 different fields with laser grooves
on the surface of mono-crystalline silicon wafer
Figure 3.9 shows the differences of changing the focus position on the surface of wafer. fP stands
for the focus position and hg describes the height of the laser groove.

Fig. 3.9 Focus position of laser beam over the surface of Si-wafer
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3.5 Second laser groove: pre-test 2
In the second laser ablation pre-test, the results of first laser ablation pre-test has been checked
over different aspects such as laser groove height, laser groove width and aspect ratio AR. AR is
the division of groove height hg over the groove width wg and can be either over 1, AR>1 or less
than 1, AR<1. The other aspect was homogeneity of entire laser groove on each line by visual
analysis of the laser grooves.
To measure all parameters and analyze them by 3D optical microscopy and 3D laser microscopy
picture of selected points are taken and hg and wg is measured.
After all measurements the best grooves with better homogeneity have been selected to make the
second run with different grid design on the wafer to compare the results of laser grooves (height,
width and homogeneity) before and after saw damage and texturing etch process. In the second
laser ablation which later is labeled as pre-test 2, the textured, emitted and SiN wafers went for
screen printing to see on which finger openings and which selected laser parameters the laser
grooves are fully filled with silver paste. The contact resistance rc and line resistance rs on screenprinted samples were measured. The purpose was finding the better laser parameters for finger
openings to do the final test on 6 inch solar cells. Before measuring the line and contact
resistance, 3D pictures with 3D optical microscope are checked to see how good the laser
grooves were filled with silver paste. Two different silver paste types were tested to find the
suitable material for filling the grooves. In addition, to check if the liquidity phase of paste has any
influence to printing process a few grams of solvent are added to change the viscosity of silver
paste.
The SP is different on non-textured grooves and the grooves with saw damage, texture, emitter
diffusion and silicon nitride passivation. But as an assumption it’s known that the behavior of these
two different wafers was dramatically different due to the different adhesion of their surfaces.
Adhesion energy of surface of a silicon wafer is lower than a silicon wafer with SiN passivated
surface. Filling the laser grooves on non-textured surface is easier than the surface with SiNX
passivation. For the second laser scribing test, the finger openings of the screen and emulsion have
to be considered.
Figure 3.10 shows the layout of second laser ablation. The values were selected from 30 µm to
70 µm with the interval of 10 µm. Five different finger openings have been selected and placed
on the wafer. For the second laser ablation 20 fields with laser grooves with five different finger
openings are carried out.

Fig. 3.10 Second laser ablation design with twenty fields with five different finger openings
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3.6 Final experiment: solar cells with laser grooves
The final experiment carried out on mono-crystalline solar cells with a size of 156×156
mm2. The distance between fingers is 1.73 mm and two busbars are printed. The better laser
parameters has been selected from the second laser ablation pre-test2 due to all aspects which
are tied together such as aspect ratio, laser groove homogeneity, possibility to do screen-printing
and the homogeneity of pastes after co-firing , line resistance and contact resistance.

4 Results and Discussion
4.1 First laser groove results: pre-test 1
After ablation of five different samples with grooves produced by different laser parameters
and different focus positions. 3D microscopy and 3D laser microscopy measures height hg and
width wg of grooves and see the homogeneity of each groove. The homogeneity of grooves
makes the next process easier in order to have filled grooves with silver paste.
Three points on three grooves on each laser field were selected, first groove, center groove and
the last groove. On each groove after taking the 3D photo, 400 to 700 perpendicular measuring
lines were selected (measuring line is a tool of the 3D laser microscope software) to have an
average result of height and width. The purpose of three different lines was to check the
reproducibility in the laser of grooves. In the figure 4.1 the way of choosing the average
measuring lines is performed.

Fig. 4.1. Top view of 3D photo of 400 to 700 lines are measured to get a mean value of height hg and width wg
of laser grooves.
3D view of the groove measures the height and the width plus the selected area. As a result of
these measuring lines the side view of selected point appear in the measuring window, which is
illustrated in figure 4.2.
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Fig. 4.2. Cross section of a laser groove taken. Measurement of height and width of each groove as a 3D view, the
groove in the figure is an average cross section yellow lines in the figure 4.1.
For the first pre-test on each sample 36 different fields were investigated to see which laser
speed Vl and laser power Pl is suitable to have a good shape groove. The shape of different laser
grooves over the 36 areas are shown in figure 4.3 for the laser beam focus position of zero
(exactly on the surface of the wafer)

Fig. 4.3. 3D photos of 36 areas on one sample with the laser beam focus position of zero (exactly on the surface
of the wafer). Laser speed Vl and laser power Pl are varied in each field of laser grooves.
As a visual overview of all 3D photos, shows that low laser speed Vl ablates the silicon material
than making grooves. The better groove shapes are resulted with higher speed of laser beam Vl
and lower laser power Pl of the zero focus position. On the left side of figure 4.3 grooves with
laser speed Vl = 75 mm/s and laser power 1.93 W< Pl <4.36 W are the best groove shape of this
focus position. On the laser speed 25mm/s < Vl < 50mm/s the laser scribes the material either to
ablate it or to make groove homogeneously. We do not to carry on this focus position and low
laser speeds.
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4.1.1. Laser groove heights
The other focus positions of first laser ablation were checked and all measurements are
drawn in following diagrams. Standard deviation formula in an Excel sheet used to calculate the
error bars since it was necessary to estimate uncertainty in graphs. After the investigation the best
parameters have been selected to run the second laser ablation to do the saw damage and
texturing, and then it was possible to perform the structure of grooves after saw damaging
and texturing. Other focus positions, which were performed, were two focus positions fp
above the surface of wafer (fp =+300 µm and fp =+150 µm) and two were under the surface of
wafer samples (fp =-300 µm and fp =-150 µm). The figure 4.4 and 4.6 illustrate the results of
groove heights of focus positions above the wafer vs. the different laser power and different laser
speeds illustrate.

Fig. 4.4: Groove heights produced with different laser speeds Vl and laser powers Pl for the focus position of laser
above the surface of the wafer, fp=+300 µm
In figure 4.4 there are no results for grooves produced with laser speed Vl =25 mm/s and
Vl =35 mm/s, because for these two laser speeds, instead of laser grooves more ablated material
was figured on the 3D pictures.
Figure 4.5 a) and b) shows the shape of the ablated area grooves produced with laser speeds at
a) laser speed Vl =35 mm/s and b) laser speed Vl =25 mm/s on these two laser speeds. In the
diagram small error bars stand for more homogeneity of the grooves. A visual inspection was also
done to make it sure. The structure and visual shape of laser grooves were easy to check on the
3D pictures. After this investigation, unlike the small error bars, non-homogeneous groove shapes
were found. The figure 4.6 a) and b) shows the homogeneity of these laser grooves produced with
laser speed at a) Vl =65 mm/s and b) Vl =75 mm/s.
The results for this focus position were ascending, on the lower laser speeds, Vl the highest
height of grooves figured. The reason for highest groove of the lower laser speed is that the laser
beam has more time to scribe the surface of wafer and then the grooves in the lower laser speed
are deeper than the higher laser speed. However it has to be noticed that in lower laser speed Vl
more ablated material and wider groove will be created. The groove heights hg in the focus
position of fp=+300 µm vary between 21-47 µm.
One aim in this project is to have a deep groove with less width to have an aspect ratio over one
AR>1, and then with groove height hg=40 µm and width wg=30 µm the aspect ratio is over one
but there would be a problem to use the screen printing method to fill the grooves with silver
paste.
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Fig. 4.5: Two samples of Si-ablation of laser grooves a) ablation of Si at laser speed Vl =35 mm/s , b) ablation of
Si at laser speed Vl =25 mm/s

Fig. 4.6: Homogenous laser grooves produced with a laser speed a) Vl =65 mm/s , b) Vl =75 mm/s
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From the focus positions above the surface of the wafer the distance of +150 µm was tested and
the result of groove heights of different laser speed and different laser power are drawn in figure
4.7.

Fig. 4.7: Heights of grooves produced with different laser speeds Vl and laser powers Pl for the focus position of
laser above the surface of the wafer, fp =+150 µm
If we compare the grooves with the focus positions of fp =+300 µm to grooves the focus
position fp =+150 µm, the error bars are smaller with fp =+300 µm. The grooves of focus
position of fp =+300 µm seem to be more homogeneous than the focus position of fp =+150
µm.
The larger error bars size, the less homogeneity of laser grooves visible diagrams show there is
no dependence of laser parameters in the height of focus position of fp =+150 µm. Laser groove
heights vary from 13 µm< hg < 34 µm.
From the visual checking of 3D photos, number of homogenous grooves is low and we found out
that this focus position doesn‘t drive the laser ablation process to have homogenous laser grooves
for the next processes.
For the next step of pre-test 1, two focus positions are selected with value fp =-300 µm and
fp =-150 µm under the surface of silicon wafer.
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Fig. 4.8: Heights of grooves produced with different laser speeds Vl and laser powers Pl for the focus position of
laser under the surface of the wafer, fp =-300 µm
Figure 4.8 shows the height hg of grooves produced with different Pl and Vl . Again for this
focus position, there is no result for laser speed Vl =25 mm/s and Vl =35 mm/s. On these areas
the grooves were ablated rather than to be a real groove. Groove heights on this focus position
vary between 21 µm< hg < 38 µm.
On the laser speed Vl =65 mm/s and Vl =75 mm/s, the height of the groove increases by
increasing the laser power Pl on each laser speed Vl. More laser power increases the depth of the
grooves.
Like the focus position fp =+300 µm, the laser groove on the focus position fp =-300 µm are
deep but to check which of these laser grooves are more suitable for SP, the homogeneity of the
groove has to check visually.
The next focus position, which has been checked under the surface of wafer, was for the
distance fp =-150 µm. Figure 4.9 shows the results of laser groove heights.
The same results like the focus position above the surface of wafer (fp =+150 µm), nonhomogenous grooves and non-linear diagrams appear.
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Fig. 4.9: Heights of grooves produced with different laser speeds Vl and laser powers Pl for the focus position of
laser under the surface of the wafer, fp =-150 µm
In the figure 4.9 grooves structure are worse compare to the focus position fp =+150 µm the
symmetric distance above the surface of wafer. The laser groove heights vary between
18 µm< hg < 42 µm. On the laser speed of Vl =75 mm/s, there is a big jump in hg from the laser
power Pl =6.16 W and Pl =7.11 W with a big difference in error bars. Whenever the focus
position is not suitable to scribe the laser grooves on the surface of silicon wafer, different
behavior will occur after laser ablation.
The table 4.1 illustrates an overview to the minimum and maximum groove heights hg that were
found out for different focus positions fp .
Table 4.1. Minimum and maximum laser groove heights for all focus positions

Focus Position fp
[µm]

hg-Minimum
[µm]

hg-Maximum
[µm]

Δhg
[µm]

+300
+150
-300
-150

21
13
21
18

47
34
38
42

26
21
17
22

The groove heights in total vary from 13 µm< hg < 47 µm. For higher values of the groove
height hg more difficulties occur for screen-printing and for lower value of groove heights, easier
screen-printing step is predicted. To overcome the difficulties, a low viscosity silver paste is
considered.
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4.1.2. Laser groove widths
One of the other characterizations of laser grooves, which have been checked, was the laser
groove width. The importance of this parameter is to achieve fine line-width fingers to avoid the
shadowing problem of normal screen-printed contact solar cells. Investigating of how to make
fine line fingers was the creativity idea of Martin Green and Stuart Wenham at University of
New South Wales in Australia.
To measure the laser groove width for different focus positions 3D pictures taken by 3D laser
microscope are analyzed. The previous photos used which have been taken for laser groove
height (the possibility of 3D laser microscope software) were used. All those photos were
measured at the same time and were collected in separated diagrams to compare the groove
widths of different laser speeds and different laser powers.
Same as previous section, four focus positions were checked with the distances of fp =+300 µm,
fp =+150 µm, fp =-300 µm and fp =-150 µm.
The figure 4.10 illustrates the results of laser groove widths for the focus position above the
surface of the wafer with the value fp =+300 µm.

Fig. 4.10: Groove widths produced with different laser speeds Vl and laser powers Pl for the focus position of laser
above the surface of the wafer, fp=+300 µm
Again there were no results for the laser speeds Vl =25 mm/s and Vl =35 mm/s. As mentioned
before the effect of laser beam with this laser speed was ablated material instead of laser
grooves. For the laser speeds 45 mm/s< Vl <75 mm/s different laser groove widths occur and
vary between 29 µm< wg <45 µm. The small error bars show that the groove widths wg are
almost in a same value over the whole length of the groove. Like the result of groove heights hg
for this focus position, ascending groove widths wg were found out with increasing laser power
Pl and more reliability and homogeneity were figured with the visual inspection of laser groove
widths.
The other three focus positions were also checked. Figure 4.11 shows the results of groove
widths for the focus position fp =+150 µm above the surface of the wafer.
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Fig. 4.11: Groove widths produced with different laser speeds Vl and laser powers Pl for the focus position of laser
above the surface of the wafer, fp=+150 µm
In the figure 4.11 groove widths wg are more close to the value wg =30 µm (strait line in the
figure) and the variation is almost moved close to horizontal line with the increase of laser power
and less changes in laser groove width wg but in some part with quick jump. On the laser speed
of Vl =65 mm/s and Vl =75 mm/s and laser power Pl =6.16 W and Pl =7.11 W big error bars
and big difference in the value of groove width compared to other laser power with the same
laser speed appeared. Figure 4.12 shows the 3D photos of these four parameters. The groove
widths in this focus position vary between 23 µm< wg < 31 µm.

Fig. 4.12. Laser groove produced with at a) laser speed Vl =65 mm/s and laser power of Pl =6.2 W b) laser
Speed Vl =65 mm/s and laser power of Pl =7.11 W c) laser speed Vl =75 mm/s and laser power Pl =6.2 W
d) laser speed Vl =75 mm/s and laser power Pl =7.1 W
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Laser groove widths were checked and measured with a focus position of the laser under the
surface of wafer with the distance fp =-300 µm. The results are collected in the figure 4.13.

Fig. 4.13: Groove widths produced with different laser speeds Vl and laser powers Pl for the focus position of laser
under the surface of the wafer, fp=-300 µm
In the focus position fp=-300 µm for the laser speed Vl =45 mm/s, there was only one
homogenous groove to measure. The results of laser groove widths are more close to 30 µm and
vary from 23 µm<wg< 33 µm compared to results on the groove heights measurement, the
homogeneity of the groove on these focus positions is less than the focus position above the
surface of the silicon wafer. The small error bars show that we reach a better homogeneity in the
laser grooved edge. This can also be stated by the visual inspections of 3D pictures.
Figure 4.14 shows the results of groove width wg for the last focus position under the surface of
wafer fp=-150 µm. The distance of -150 µm under the surface of substrate has been chosen.

Fig. 4.14: Groove widths produced with different laser speeds Vl and laser powers Pl for the focus position of laser
under the surface of the wafer, fp=-150 µm
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In this focus position the laser groove widths were more close to wg=26 µm. this value was far
from the target value for laser groove width in this project. All of the results of laser groove
width were less than wg<30 µm, therefore the results were not suitable for the next step of this
project.
Before going further to select the best groove heights and groove widths, figure 4.15 shows all
aspect ratios for the laser grooves. In the figure 4.15 a) all aspect ratios for fp =+300 µm are
collected. Results for this focus position are linear and more reliable based on the laser groove
width wg, laser groove height hg and homogeneity. b) shows all AR for focus position fp=-300 µm
c) AR for focus position fp =+150 µm d) AR for focus position fp=-150 µm. We saw less
homogeneity of laser groove on the results for focus positions: fp=-300 µm, fp=+150 µm and fp=150 µm, therefore for the second laser ablation pre-test, the laser parameters were selected out of
the focus position above the surface of substrate with the distance fp=+300 µm. The selected
parameters are rounded with red squares in the figure 4.15 top left. The laser power value is
mentioned on the diagram. There is a guide line for the eyes in the diagram for AR=1 to check the
values above one and the values less than one. (AR>1 , AR<1).
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Table 4.2. Minimum and maximum laser groove widths wg for all focus positions

Focus Position fp
[µm]

wg-Minimum
[µm]

wg-Maximum
[µm]

Δwg
[µm]

+300
+150
-300
-150

29
23
23
23

45
31
33
28

16
8
10
5

From the table 4.2 it is figured out that all groove widths except the groove widths of
focus position fp=+300 µm are under the minimum chosen finger openings wf in the
section 3.4 wf=30 µm, therefore all selected parameters for second laser ablation were chosen for
the focus position of fp=+300 µm.

Fig. 4.15: Aspect ratios for all focus positions a) fp=+300 µm, b) fp=-300 µm, c) fp=+150 µm and
d) fp=-150 µm, with the strait guide line for AR=1 is possible to check the values over one and less than one
(AR>1 , AR<1)
Figure 4.16 shows an overview of pre-test laser ablation. We found out that more than half of
the laser parameters failed to produce acceptable laser grooves (55%), the rest of laser parameters
scribed from acceptable groove without various homogeneity in wg and hg. Laser grooves were
figured out from very good to the grooves with minimum standard of homogeneity. Just 12%
percent of laser grooves have the aspect ratio AR>1 and the 33% of them have the aspect ratio
AR<1. As an assumption which mentioned before laser grooves with the aspect ratio AR>1
might have the difficulty of screen printing which has to be tested and investigated.
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Fig. 4.16. Total overview of all aspect ratios in a percentage rate

4.2 Second laser groove results: pre-test 2
To run the second laser ablation, laser parameters for laser grooves with aspect ratio AR>1 and
AR<1 were selected with consideration of homogeneity. To have an accurate selection all
diagrams and 3D photos were checked and the focus position fp =+300 µm selected. The
reason was the highest homogeneity of laser grooves of this focus position. Figure 4.17 illustrates
the design of selected laser groove widths with the appropriate photo plot design and their finger
openings wf on the screen.

Fig. 4.17. Photo plot grid design for second laser ablation test with different finger openings 30 µm <wf< 70µm
in steps of 10 µm.
In the figure 4.17 five different fingers width wf were selected to do the screen-printing:
30 µm <wf < 70 µm in steps of 10 µm. To scribe the laser grooves with widths close to the finger
openings, seven different laser parameters have been selected. Figure 4.18 illustrates selected
laser parameters with red squares. Out of these laser parameters, two selected parameter have
the aspect ratio AR > 1 in the laser groove. The other selected laser parameter has the aspect
ratio AR < 1 in the laser groove.
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Fig. 4.18. Selected laser parameters with focus position of the laser fp=+300 µm, seven laser parameters show
groove width wg >30 µm and highest homogeneity on length
Table 4.3 shows the allocation of selected laser parameters to the finger openings and laser
parameters classified by AR, laser speed Vl, laser power Pl and laser groove width wg and with
the finger opening wf. For example the aspect ratio AR>1 has just two acceptable parameters.
Therefore the lower laser groove width wg=34.9 µm allocated to finger opening wf=30 µm and
the other laser groove width wg=39.2 µm assigned to the rest of finger openings wf 40, 50, 60
and 70 µm. For the aspect ratio AR<1, closest values of laser groove widths to the different
finger openings were selected and vary between ~33 µm < wg < ~45 µm. i.e. laser power
Pl=1.93 W and laser speed Vl=75 mm/s with the laser groove wg=33.7 µm assigned to the
finger opening wf=30 µm.
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In the figure 4.19 the allocation of selected laser parameters for second laser ablation test for
grooves with the aspect ratio AR>1 and figure 4.20 shows five different parameters for grooves
with the aspect ratio AR<1.

Fig. 4.19. Allocation of selected laser parameters with the laser focus position f p=+300 µm and AR>1on the
second laser ablation grid design

Fig. 4.20. Allocation of selected laser parameters with the laser focus position f p=+300 µm and AR<1on the
second laser ablation grid design
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4.2.1. Comparison of pre-test 1 and pre-test-2
In order to check the structure of laser groove after second pre-test, laser groove height and
width are measured. For second laser ablation process every parameter adjusted exactly like the
first laser ablation parameter. The homogeneity of laser grooves were like the homogeneity of
laser grooves on the first pre-test with visual inspection of laser groove structure on 3D photos.
Figure 4.21 shows the homogeneity of laser groove for the AR>1 a) laser groove with laser
power Pl=4.36 W and laser speed Vl=45 mm/s and b) laser power Pl=5.55 W and laser speed
Vl=50 mm/s

Fig. 4.21: Grooves selected with laser parameters of focus position fp=+300 µm and AR<1on the second laser
groove pre-test 2 a) laser groove with laser power Pl=4.36 W and laser speed Vl=45 mm/s and b) laser power
Pl=5.55 W and laser speed Vl=50 mm/s
The first laser ablation and second laser ablation tests are named to pre-test 1 and pre-test 2 in
order to make the labeling shorter. More the results of pre-test1 and pre-test 2 are compared in
the comparison figures to check the differences. The laser groove height of pre-test 2 is
measured and compared with values of pre-test 1 for the aspect ratio AR>1 and AR<1. Figure
4.22 shows the comparison of laser groove heights hg and laser groove widths wg. 4.22 a)
comparison of groove height hg between pre-test 1 and pre-test 2 for the laser focus position
fp=+300 µm and aspect ratio AR>1, b) comparison of groove width wg between pre-test 1 and
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pre-test 2 for the laser focus position fp=+300 µm and aspect ratio AR>1, c) comparison of
groove height hg between pre-test 1 and pre-test 2 for the laser focus position fp=+300 µm and
aspect ratio AR<1, d) comparison of groove width wg between pre-test 1 and pre-test 2 for the
laser focus position fp=+300 µm and aspect ratio AR<1. This comparison presents the
reproducibility of the laser process which may differ from day to day by switching the laser on
and off. On pre-test 2 the laser power was with ΔPl =0.30 W. But the test ran to check if this
small difference in watt will cause changes in the final result of laser groove or not, and as it
obvious from the diagram (figure 4.22 a and c) that laser groove height had a 10 to 20 % change
at the final results with the ΔPl =0.30 W less power. Two diagrams, figure 4.22 b and d show
that the laser groove widths on the pre-test 2 are larger than the pre-test 1. Therefore it‘s
definitely important to adjust the laser power to the defined value to achieve the same arbitrary
results. Another reason that may cause this difference is the errors in measurement process
which has a tolerance of 4-6 µm in the final measurement.

Fig. 4.22: Comparison of laser groove heights hg and laser groove widths wg. a) groove height hg between pre-test
1 and pre-test 2 for the laser focus position fp=+300 µm and aspect ratio AR>1, b) groove width wg between
pre-test 1 and pre-test 2 for the laser focus position fp =+300 µm and aspect ratio AR>1, c) groove height hg
between pre-test 1 and pre-test 2 for the laser focus position fp =+300 µm and aspect ratio AR<1, d) groove
width wg between pre-test 1 and pre-test 2 for the laser focus position fp =+300 µm and aspect ratio AR<1
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4.3 Results after texturing and silicon nitride passivation
After the two chemical processes of texturing and SiN deposition, the samples checked
again with 3D optical microscope, to measure the shape of laser groove, the laser groove heights
and laser groove widths. The samples were compared to the previous measurements which have
been done on pre-test 2.
Texturing process etches pyramids on the surface of silicon wafer with a chemical solution to
reduce the reflection of the surface. Thus in this process the edge of the grooves are etched and
reduction of the height and an increase on the width of the laser grooves were expected. The
comparison diagram of laser groove width and laser groove heights show that the differences
were more on the width of the grooves.

Fig. 4.23: a) comparison of laser groove heights before and after etching and passivation process, b) comparison of
laser groove widths before and after etching and passivation process both for aspect ratios less than one AR<1.

Fig. 4.24. comparison of laser groove heights before and after etching and passivation process, b) comparison of
laser groove widths before and after etching and passivation process both for aspect ratios less than one AR>1.
As it described before the texturing process has the effect to the surface of wafer. Figure 4.23 a)
shows the comparison of laser groove heights hg for the laser focus position fp=+300 µm and
aspect ratio AR<1 before and after texturing and SiN passivation, b) shows the comparison of
laser groove width wg for the laser focus position fp=+300 µm and aspect ratio AR<1 before
and after texturing and SiN passivation. We figured out that the laser groove height hg values
before and after texturing process have not changed too much, thus the effect of the process is
small to the depth of the grooves. But there is a difference between the values of laser groove
width wg after texturing process as expected before.
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Figure 4.24 a) shows the comparison of laser groove heights hg for the laser focus position
fp=+300 µm and aspect ratio AR>1 before and after texturing and SiN passivation, b) shows the
comparison of laser groove width wg for the laser focus position fp=+300 µm and aspect ratio
AR>1 before and after texturing and SiN passivation. Again we saw that the laser groove height
hg values before and after texturing process have not changed too much, thus the effect of the
process is small to the depth of the grooves. But there is a difference between the values of laser
groove width wg after texturing process as expected before. 30-40% increase in laser groove
widths is found.
For the pre-test 2 another focus position fp=-300 µm has been selected and tested to check the
changes in height and width of the laser grooves to the saw damage/texture etching and silicon
nitride passivation. The following results have been achieved. For this test five different laser
parameters are selected and allocated to the new grid design of laser groove. Figure 4.25 shows
the 3D photo. From the bottom of laser groove, there is probably silicon nitride passivation but
it was not possible to have a real analysis of inside the laser grooves they need to be measured by
EDX (Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy) and scanning electron microscopy.

Fig. 4.25: Laser groove with laser power Pl=6.16 W and Laser speed Vl=75 mm/s after saw damage/texture
etch and silicon nitride passivation for the focus position of the laser fp=-300 µm
In the EDX measurement, the surface of wafer and inside the laser groove compared due to
check the amount nitrogen inside the laser grooves. Figure 4.26 shows the differences of surface
of the textured wafer and inside its laser groove. Figure 4.26 a) is the surface of the wafer and b)
is inside the laser groove. Both pictures are taken with the same magnification to have the same
condition.
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Fig. 4.26: Comparison of different place of textured wafer a) surface of the wafer, b) inside the laser groove
The EDX analysis shows that the amount of nitrogen is almost half of the amount of nitrogen
on the surface of wafer. Normally the thickness of SiN is 80 nm; accordingly we concluded the
thickness of silicon nitride is approximately 40 nm.
Figure 4.27 shows the EDX analysis of wafer with the focus position of fp=-300 µm
measured with scanning electron microscopy.

Fig. 4.27: Material comparison of different place of textured wafer a) surface of the wafer, b) inside the laser
groove

4.4 Results after screen printing
Before starting to print front contacts on the wafers, some dummy wafers produced with the
same laser parameters of pre-test 2, a print is done to find the parameters for optimized printing
alignment. After finding the best conditions, the passivated wafers are printed with different types
of silver paste. The first silver paste was Paste1 without adding any solvent. This paste was tested
on a wafer with a groove with aspect ratio AR>1. The printing on finger opening wf=60 µm and
wf=70 µm look homogeneous by observing through a microscope and the other finger openings
were with interruption on the fingers. To have good printing results on finger openings wf <60
µm, 5 grams of solvent was added to the Paste1 which caused good filling on finger openings
wf=40 µm and wf=70 µm too. The finger opening wf=30 µm was still difficult to fill and
interruptions were found. As it was calculated in section 3.2.1 the minimum possible finger to
print with current screen setup at the institute was restricted to wf=45 µm. The next wafers were
printed with the Paste1 with 5 grams solvent added. During this process also the wafers with the
focus position fp=-300 µm which was not found with silicon nitride passivation after the process
were printed as a comparison to different focus positions.
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The next run of screen printing was done with a different type of paste which is Paste2 and
specially produced for fine line printing. During this process fifteen wafers with different laser
parameters and aspect ratios were printed, dried and fired.
After all processes, the wafers were again checked with 3D optical microscope to inspect the
visual aspects of printed laser grooves and the results are divided by selected AR and fp which
can be followed in sections 4.4.1, 4.4.2 and 4.4.3.

4.4.1. The results for wafers with AR>1
1- Printing with Paste1 without added solvent for focus position fP =+300 µm:

Fig. 4.28: a) wafer with AR>1 and finger opening wf=50 µm filled by Paste1b) wafer with AR>1 and finger
opening wf=60 µm filled by Paste1 c) wafer with AR>1 and finger opening wf=70 µm filled by Paste1
It is clear from figure 4.28 c) that filling the laser groove with a finger opening wf =70 µm was
successful but other finger openings wf ≤ 60µm had interruptions during printing and the laser
grooves were not filled completely. Adjustable parameters of printing machine are squeegee
pressure, velocity and the snap off distance, the squeegee pressure was 50 N, the velocity 50 mm/s
and the snap off 1 mm.
The second and third sample of this aspect ratio AR>1 were printed with the same silver paste
Paste1 but with 5 grams of solvent added to make the paste more liquid and be able to go
through the screen easier and then more pastes can push into the laser grooves.
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2- Printing with Paste1 with 5 grams solvent:

Fig. 4.29. a) wafer with AR>1 and finger opening wf=50 µm filled by Paste1with 5 grams solvent added b)
wafer with AR>1 and finger opening wf=60 µm filled by Paste1 with 5 grams solvent added c) wafer with
AR>1 and finger opening wf=70 µm filled by Paste1 with 5 grams solvent added
Figure 4.29 shows that by adding the solvent to the silver Paste1 finger opening wf=60 µm and
wf=70 µm fill only to half of the height and show bleeding the silver paste at the edges of the
groove. When the solvent is added to the paste, after co-firing and evaporation the amount of
paste became less and the grooves ended up with lower surface of finger than the surface of
wafer. Filling was better, but the amount of solid paste after firing was less.
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3- Printing with Paste2:
The last sample has been printed with silver paste2 was not specially for fine line printing. But
the behaviour of this paste tested on the wafer with aspect ratio AR>1. The grooves were
analysed by 3D-microscopy.

Fig. 4.30: a) wafer with AR>1 and finger opening wf=50 µm filled by Paste2, b) wafer with AR>1 and
finger opening wf=60 µm filled by Paste2, c) wafer with AR>1 and finger opening wf=70 µm filled by Paste2
Figure 4.30 shows that using silver paste2 did not have any successes to fill the laser groove with
finger openings 30 µm ≤ wf ≤ 50 µm for the AR>1, but the finger opening wf=60 µm and wf=70
µm filled perfectly. A small problem is that only the surfaces of fingers do not look totally flat.
This might influence the line.
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4.4.2. The results for wafers with AR<1
Wafers with the aspect ratio AR<1 were pictured and the results are shown in the figure 4.31
and 4.32. Printing the laser groove with lower heights hg looks easier. For these wafers the
silver paste1 with 5 gram solvent and silver paste2 were tested.
1- Printing with Paste1 with 5 grams solvent for focus position fp=+300 µm:

Fig. 4.31. a) wafer with AR<1 and finger opening wf=40 µm filled by Paste1with 5 grams solvent added
b) wafer with AR<1 and finger opening wf=50 µm filled by Paste1 with 5 grams solvent added c) wafer with
AR<1 and finger opening wf=60 µm filled by Paste1 with 5 grams solvent added, d) wafer with AR<1 and
finger opening wf=70 µm filled by Paste1 with 5 grams solvent added
The wafer with grooves with AR<1 show a higher filling of the grooves through all finger
openings except the finger opening wf=30 µm. Less amount of paste after co-firing is caused by
the evaporation of solvent. But from the visual inspection of the fingers, the filling of printed
grooves with 40 µm ≤ wf ≤ 70 µm is high, the highest filling.
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2- Printing with Paste2:
The grooves with the AR<1 are printed with paste2. Photos are collected in the figure 4.32 In
this test the finger opening wf=30 µm had large interruptions but the filled part of this finger looks
somehow perfect compared to the other silver pastes and aspect ratios.

Fig. 4.32: a) wafer with AR<1 and finger opening wf=30 µm filled by Paste2, b) wafer with AR<1 and
finger opening wf=40 µm filled by Paste2, c) wafer with AR<1 and finger opening wf=50 µm filled by Paste2,
d) wafer with AR<1 and finger opening wf=60 µm filled by Paste2, e) wafer with AR<1 and finger opening
wf=70 µm filled by Paste2.

4.4.3. The results for wafers with fp=-300 µm
A comparison of grooves produced with different focus position f p was the wafer with the focus
position fp=-300 µm under the surface of wafer. The samples tested with silver paste1 and
paste2. The results of the finger openings 50 µm ≤ wf ≤ 70 µm were good and the photos are
collected in figure 4.33 and 4.34.

Fig. 4.33. a) wafer with fp=-300 µm and finger opening wf=50 µm filled by Paste1with 5 grams solvent added,
b) wafer with fp=-300 µm and finger opening wf=60 µm filled by Paste1with 5 grams solvent added, c) wafer
with fp=-300 µm and finger opening wf=70 µm filled by Paste1with 5 grams solvent added,
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Fig. 4.34. Shows the screen printed results of different finger openings on the wafer with focus position of -300 µm
under surface of wafer and silver paste 2.
Figure 4.34 shows the wafer with the focus position of the laser fp=-300 µm and the finger
openings 50 µm ≤ wf ≤ 70. The wafer filled by silver paste2 with 5 grams solvent added. Figure 4.34
a) and b) show the laser grooves have closed finger and c) laser groove has closed finger with
bleeding paste.
Table 4.4 shows the summary of screen printing test with different parameters. Different pastes were used. In the table
paste1=1, paste2=2 and paste1 with 5 grams solvent=1+. The other definitions of table are: fi=finger interruption,
ff=finger filled, b=bleeding (overloading the paste from laser grooves).

4.5 Results of line resistance and contact resistance
All screen-printed samples measured for line resistance rs and contact resistances rc to check
how the results were after complete process. Due to fine line fingers, the contacting pins on
measuring tool were changed to very sharp pins. The line resistances were measured on a line with
6 cm length. To measure the contact resistance samples had to cut in small stripes with the width
of 10 cm.
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4.5.1. Line resistance, rs
Figure 4.35 shows the line resistance rs for the focus position fP =+300 µm and aspect ratio
AR>1. In this run three different pastes were used paste1, paste1 with solvent and paste2.

Fig. 4.35. Line resistance rs for focus position of fP =+300 µm and aspect ratio AR>1, testing three different
pastes: paste1, paste1 with solvent and paste2
According to table 4.4, only the finger opening wf=60 µm and wf=70 µm have closed finger for
this aspect ratio. Therefore the results in figure 4.35 are just for these two finger openings. The
line resistance for finger opening of wf=60 µm were almost double compare to the reference
value. But the other results for finger opening of wf=70 µm were close to the reference.
From table 4.4, good closed finger were for finger openings 40 µm ≤ wf ≤ 70 µm for the focus
position fP =+300 µm and aspect ratio AR<1. All samples measured for line resistance and
figure 4.36 shows the results. The laser grooves for this AR were printed with two different
pastes were, paste1 with solvent and paste2. Results are compared to the reference value of a
normal screen printed c-Si Solar cell with the finger width 110 µm which is 0 . 2 [Ohm/cm] ans
60 Ohms/sq emitter, with paste2 and standard firing condition.

Fig. 4.36. Line resistance rs for focus position of fP =+300 µm and aspect ratio AR<1, testing two different
pastes: paste1 with solvent and paste2
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In figure 4.36 the error bars are big for finger openings of 40 µm ≤ wf ≤ 60 µm. The reason for
these big error bars are either not good contacting or measuring tool errors. The average values
show that the line resistances for smaller finger openings are higher. Out of line resistances the
best values belong to AR<1 with the paste2.
On t h e screen-printed test another focus position fP =-300 µm was tested. Deep The reason
was to find the difficulties of screen-printing on very deep laser grooves. Figure 4.37 shows the
line resistances for this focus position.
In this figure, the line resistance for the focus position of fP =-300 µm was not as bad as
expected before. The negative expectation was because of deep laser grooves which are difficult
to fill with screen printing method. But after the test closed finger with quite low line resistance
were found with the paste2.

Fig. 4.37. Line resistance rs for focus position of fP =-300 µm and aspect ratio AR>1, testing two different
pastes: paste1 with solvent and paste2

4.5.2. Contact resistance, rc
With the same procedure the contact resistances of all screen-printed wafers were measured. All
results in the different categories were compared to the reference value of the standard contact
resistance; on 60 Ohms/sq emitter, with paste2 and standard firing condition is around 2
[mOhms.cm²].
Figure 4.38 shows the contact resistance rc for the focus position fP =+300 µm and aspect ratio
AR>1. In this run three different pastes were used paste1, paste1 with solvent and paste2.
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Fig. 4.38. Contact resistance rc for focus position of fP =+300 µm and aspect ratio AR>1, testing three different
pastes: paste1, paste1 with solvent and paste2
Contact resistance analysis for the focus position fP =+300 µm and aspect ratio AR>1 says the
paste2 has better result compare to other paste. The results for paste2 still are very high in
comparison to the reference value. In pre-test 2 firing process, the wafers didn’t have Aluminum
BSF therefore the firing process should be different. It means in this process a dummy wafers
were supposed to put under the samples. However this process has been done without dummy
wafers. So this test did not influence the second step due to high contact resistances which might
occur because of different temperature behavior.
Figure 4.39 shows the contact resistance rc for the focus position fP =+300 µm and aspect ratio
AR>1. In this run two different pastes were used paste1 with solvent and paste2.

Fig. 4.39. Contact resistance rc for focus position of fP =+300 µm and aspect ratio AR<1, testing two different
pastes: paste1 with solvent and paste2
According to the results for paste1 with solvent, adding solvent helps filling the laser groove
better but causes bleeding (paste overloading the edge of laser groove). On the other hand the
line resistance and contact resistance are not comparable with the paste2 and the reference value.
Other contact resistance results belong to samples with focus position fP =-300 µm. In this
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section paste were paste1 with solvent and paste2 were used. Figure 4.40 shows the contact
resistance results for focus position fP =-300 µm and aspect ratio AR>1.

Fig. 4.40. Contact resistance rc for focus position of fP =-300 µm and aspect ratio AR>1, testing two different
pastes: paste1 with solvent and paste2

4.5.3. Selected parameter for final cells
All samples were checked for line resistance, contact resistance and the homogeneity of
them. From the results in table 4.4 and table 4.5, the best samples are collected in table 4.6.
Table 4.6 shows that the best paste was paste2 which has less finger interruptions and more
closed finger. In final solar cell fabrication two type of screens were used with finger openings
of wf = 55 µm and wf = 70 µm, therefore it was important to select the sample with the closest
value of laser groove width wg.
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To be able to select the laser parameter out of test A and test B, the results for laser groove width after
texturing and silicon nitride passivation were taken into account. The comparison of laser groove width and
finger opening of final test screen are shown in figure 4.41. figure a) shows the laser groove width wg = 82
µm while the finger opening is wf = 70 µm for the test A. in the figure b) the finger opening was also wf = 70
µm but the laser groove width according to section 4.3 was wg = 69 µm for test B. and the figure C is the
comparison for other focus position fp = -300 µm, the selected screen for the final test has the finger opening
of wf = 55 µm while the closet result of laser groove width wg = 49 µm.
According to table 4.7 and table 4.6, the selected parameters for final test were AR<1,
fp = +300 µm with paste2 and AR>1, fp = -300 µm with paste2.
Table 4.7. Comparison of laser groove after texturing and final screen finger openings for test
Screen wf
Wafer wg
Test
[µm]
[µm]
A
70
82
B
70
69
C
50
49
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4.6 Final solar cell results
For the final solar cells, more than 100 solar cells have been fabricated with this process.
Solar cells produced with two different silver pastes and selected laser parameters. The
fabrication went through real industrial process. Firing process was done with four different
peak temperature in furnace with the range of 790°C < Tpeak < 820°C. The edge isolation was
the last production step and after that all cells were measured under a sun simulator. A full
report of all important solar cell factors like open circuit voltage VOC , short circuit current JSC
, Fill Factor FF and finally with efficiency .
Table 4.8 shows the results for two different laser parameters with aspect ratios more than one
AR >1 and AR <1.
Table 4.8. Final solar cells results under sun simulator measurement and calculated fill factors

The highest efficiency belongs to the solar cells with the aspect ratio AR < 1. The ideal fillfactor is calculated by the equation 4.1.

Which normalized open circuit is calculated by the equation 4.2.

After calculation of ideal fill-factor FF0 , the series fill-factor FFseries and shunt fill-factor FFshunt
can be calculated with the taking to account of parallel resistivity RP and series resistivity RS
according to equation 4.3 and 4.4.

To have a better and accurate calculation and to find out what is the exactly effect to fill-factor
the calculation has been done the other way around. It means we assumed the measured fillfactor FFmeasured equal to shunt fill-factor FFshunt (FFshunt = FFmeasured) then it is possible to extract
the series fill-factor FFseries and ideal fill-factor FF0 afterwards. [28]
Table 4.9 shows the new reverse calculation for ideal fill factor.
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Table 4.9. Final solar cells results under sun simulator measurement

The differences between ideal fill-factor FF0 vs. series fill-factor FFseries and fill-factor FFseries vs.
shunt fill-factor FFshunt in the table 4.7 compared. The big difference between the ideal and series
fill-factors shows the lower measured fill-factor compare to the ideal fill-factor is due to the
effect of series resistivity RS.
The other factors that were calculated are metallization fraction fmet and gain in current according
to the comparison of metallization area to the reference “normal screen printed c-Si Solar cell
with the finger width 110 µm”. Metallization fraction is can be calculated by the equation 4.5.



The total metallized area is the whole area of fingers and busbars. Further to compare the ideal
short circuit current Jsc, ideal to the measured short circuit current Jsc, measured the equation 4.6 can be
followed.

Table 4.10 shows the result of gain in current based on different metallized area.
Table 4.10. Gain in current calculation and comparison based on metallized front area of final solar cells

The Jsc,measured values in the table 4.10 are the mean value. The calculation of Jsc, ideal for AR>1
and reference ended up with the same result in both cases. This means that the difference in Jsc
is only due to the grid. Which shows that smaller grid leads to higher Jsc in total.
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5 Conclusions
The aims of this project were to optimize the processes of producing buried contact solar cells.
This study focused on laser scribing and its parameters optimization. By investigating the effect
of different laser parameters it was possible to find transferable parameters with acceptable laser
trench on the surface of silicon wafers. The acceptable trench defined more on the homogeneity
of laser groove. The other focus was using screen-printing methods for metallization the front
contacts instead other metallization method such as electroless plating and nickel plating.
The purpose of all optimizations was to find a simple production process with degrading the
chemical process in production line simultaneously approach a higher efficiency compared to
normal buried contact solar cells.
At laser process optimization, the study focused on different laser focus positions fp , laser
speeds Vl and laser powers Pl . The effect of laser speed and laser powers was not similar on
different laser focus positions. For instance, on the focus position of fp = +300 µm above the
surface of wafer, the lower laser speed scribes deeper laser groove on a constant laser power.
With the same focus position, the higher laser power also scribes deeper laser groove on a
constant laser speed. But this summary could not be generalized to other focus position as a rule
of thumb. Vl and Pl reaction ≠ different fp , the selected laser parameters which can be used to
produce the same laser groove are sorted on the table 5.2.
At the beginning of laser parameter optimization to select the laser parameters to use in final
solar cells fabrication, six different laser speeds 25 mm/s < Vl < 75 mm/s, four different focus
positions -300 µm < fp < +300 µm and six different laser powers 1.93 W < Pl < 7.11 W. On each
cell thirty-six different fields were allocated which had different laser powers and laser speeds,
total number of different fields with different laser parameters was 144.

After first pre-test, the laser parameters have been narrowed due to their results on the laser
ablation process. For the second pre-test laser speeds decreased to 45 mm/s < Vl < 75 mm/s,
laser powers changed to 1.93 W < Pl < 6.16 W and just two laser focus positions has been
selected fp = +300 µm and fp = -300 µm. Table 5.1 shows the measured range of laser groove
heights and laser groove widths on the first and second pre-tests.

Lower laser speed for any laser power and focus position melts the material instead of
trenching the surface. The laser system was a pulse system, therefore when the laser speed is
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lower, the overlap of the laser pulse are more and then scribed groove started to melt because of
laser beam rerun and then laser groove being closed.
In the screen-printing, different silver pastes tested. At the beginning of the experiment, solvent was
added to the silver paste to get a fulfilled laser groove with lower viscosity of the paste. However
Bleeding (silver paste overload on the edge of laser groove) was found as its results due to low
viscosity. The best results were achieved by using the silver paste, which is produced for general
usage.
The result of best solar cell was compared to previous work [ll]. They used the same method for
metallization of the front contacts but in different priority steps. Table 5.3 shows the comparison.

[ll]
Our best cell has been compared to the institute‘s reference which is a mono c-Si solar cell with
normal screen printed front contacts and sheet resistance of Rsh = 60 Ohm/sq beside the
comparison with previous work. At least but not last, the efficiency improvement for the same
process was around ~1.6% and the efficiency has been improved ~0.4% compared to the reference
solar cell.
The measured fill-factor was also compared to the ideal one. It was concluded that the lower fillfactor is due to the effect of higher series resistivity and this can be improved by the shape of
groove or silver paste type.

In another comparison it is concluded that lower metallized area makes higher gain in current. To
prove this effect, metallization fraction has been included in the ideal short circuit current Jsc, ideal
calculation. When the value of ideal short circuit current has the same result we can conclude
that the higher measured short circuit current is only due to the grid. Table 5.5 shows all
comparison.
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As future works, for laser process optimizations other kind of laser lens can be tested to
improve the laser process to be able to make narrower and deeper laser grooves but off course
the homogeneity of scribed laser grooves has to be investigated and compare to the results on
this project.
For the screen-printing method to improve the process and optimize the front contact
metallization, different type of screens with different number of mesh and wire diameter can be
tested. A better sliver paste type can be investigated.
Another possibility is to check the contacting area of fingers on the fabricated solar cells to find
out how good is the contacting laser groove with different laser focus positions, silver pastes and
peak temperature of the firing furnace.
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